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What are the implications for the Susy/MSSM?

Not definitive evidence, but most of us have
a strong belief this is a Higgs.

Working assumption for this talk: 
there really is a Higgs at

about 125 GeV with enhanced di-photon rate
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StopsStops generally heavy heavy and heavily mixedmixed

1. First implication: Carena, Gori, Shah, Wagner,
JHEP 1203:014,2012

Still one stop at
 (150-200)GeV

 would be still allowed
 (if the other one is in the 

multiTeV range)

A Higgs at 125 GeV                      
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At the LO in the SM:

Opposite sign

Possible contributions from Susy/MSSM:

1. In the decoupling limit:

- sbottoms: important if sbottoms are rather light BUT large positive contribution also to WW and ZZ
- charginos: very small since tan(β) suppressed
- stops
- staus

2. What if we mix the 2 neutral Higgs bosons?

Dominant 
contribution

Higgs to di-photon rate                  
                                     

Q

(Diaz, Perez, 2005)
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StausStaus generally lightlight and heavily mixedmixed

2. Second implication:

Stop contribution

Possible enhancement, 
but even larger enhancement of 
the WW and ZZ channel 

Carena, Gori, Shah, Wagner,
JHEP 1203:014,2012

Small 
suppression

Di-photon rate in the decoupling limit   
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StausStaus generally lightlight and heavily mixedmixed

2. Second implication:

Stop contribution Stau contribution

Possible enhancement, 
but even larger enhancement of 
the WW and ZZ channel 

Sizable enhancement

Carena, Gori, Shah, Wagner,
JHEP 1203:014,2012

Small 
suppression

Di-photon rate in the decoupling limit   
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All the Higgs decay channels 
will be affected:
In particular, if 
bb partial width
is suppressed, 
then all the other 
channels will be enhanced

Mixing effects                             
                                     

Because of the h-H mixing,
the partial width in bb 
can be modified

Carena, Gori, Shah, Wagner, Wang,
appearing soon...

A
τ
>0

A
τ
>0
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Light and heavily 
mixed staus

Positive contribution Positive contribution 
to the T parameterto the T parameter (~0.1)

Splitting between stausSplitting between staus
  and smuonsand smuons

Required by (g-2)
μ

Imposing flavor 
independence at the
 messenger scale:
Low energy 
messenger scale

Gravitino LSP

Possible new signatures Possible new signatures 
at the LHCat the LHC

Carena, Gori, Shah, Wagner, Wang,
appearing soon...

Predictions of the model                 
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(g-2)
μ
 and the messenger scale          

                                     

Light second generation left-handed 
sleptons with mass of about 

300 to 700 GeV

Mild splitting between second 
and third generation sleptons

Relatively low messenger scale (107 GeV)

Gravitino LSP

1st, 2nd gen. sleptons

3rd generation sleptons

(asking flavor
 independence

 at the messenger 
scale)
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 LHC is looking for staus only if produced through Susy cascade decay ATLAS-CONF-2012-005
ATLAS-CONF-2012-002

 Possible new interesting channel to look for:

Final signature:
Lepton, 2 taus, missing energy

 Main backgrounds: 

Physical background: Wγ*, WZ*
Fake background: W+jets

 Set of cuts:

S/B~1 
even if low statistics

 (~10 events with 30 fb-1)

Still doable at the 8TeV LHC!

A dedicated experimental search
should be performed to 

validate these 8 TeV results

(signature also covered by multilepton
 Searches. These searches are however
 not sensitive yet)

Direct weak production of staus?         
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A Higgs at ~125GeV with enhanced di-photon rate would have 
important implications for the MSSM

Heavy (at least one) 
and mixed stops

Light and mixed staus

Rich phenomenology of the model

EWPTs
Dark matter 

& 
messenger scale

Direct searches
 for staus

Waiting for more statistics...!

Possibility of having
mixed Higgs bosons

Conclusions                                 
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